Public Money? Public Code!
A campaign framework to promote software freedom
US Nuclear Chain of Command
US Nuclear Chain of Command

President → Secretary of Defense → Unified Combat Commanders

Engineer who installed the red button
Use
Study
Share
Improve
The tools – your hack!
Ministry of Free Software... or you can just go home!

Public money, public code = public result = benefits for all

Our money, our software
We paid it, we own it

No taxation without dissemination
Liberation of publication

Stop wasting our taxes!

Public procurement for the public

Get what you pay for!

Who cares about robots if you can have free software?!

Can I haz Free Software?

Slogans
Feel free to add your own, adapt existing ones, underline what you like...

New code = GNU code
We didn't get what we paid for.

Tag lines
Liberate publicly funded software now!
Publicly funded software should be free!
Libre

What do we want?
Website: 20 languages
Can you help with others?
Open letter... + you?
Add Debian as supporting organization

merged 1 commits from agx/pmpc-website:debian into master 2 years ago

agx commented 2 years ago

As discussed with leader@debian.org and mk in 1505328922.2023260.110514072.38396206@webmail.messagingengine.com

max.mehl commented 2 years ago

@mk please confirm

mk commented 2 years ago

@max.mehl hereby confirmed. Was already in e-mail contact with leader@debian.org + agx.

max.mehl referenced this issue from a commit 2 years ago

Merge PR #139 and use a different logo
Video in Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, and Swedish
Ich finde es aber höchst beeindruckend, was Ihr Sohn und seine „FSFE“ auf die Beine gestellt haben. [...] Nach der Wahl würde ich dann gerne einmal mit Ihrem Sohn Kontakt aufnehmen, um die Chancen, die in diesem Bereich liegen, näher zu besprechen. Wir Politiker sind dringend auch auf externen Input angewiesen!
No guns but roses
Contacting politicians yourself
Universities
Libraries
Largest EU conservative party
[...] This is why the following will apply to all (public) digitisation projects in Germany in the future: the awarding of contracts and funding will be subject to compliance with the principles of open source and open standards. Software financed by public funds should serve all citizens. In addition, free and open APIs should facilitate access for independent developments. – CDU
COVID apps

- Free Software as gold standard
- First Corona tracing app in f-droid
- German iOS app REUSE compliant
- Discussions and statements
Many small people, in many small places, do many small things that can alter the face of the world.
Thanks to all supporters of the FSFE!

E-mail updates: fsfe.org/subscribe
Contribute to our work: fsfe.org/contribute